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Abstract

The concepts of exemption and clearance have a lot of advantages in the aspects of effective

use of limited resources, land, and optimization of regulatory works. The exact scopes and

extent of the implementation of the concepts, however, can widely vary depending upon

each country's own specific situations. In order to support the political decision-making on

the practical implementation, a series of possible alternatives, general methodology for

decision-making, and factors to be considered were proposed. Five primary categories and

subsequent nineteen secondary categories were suggested and discussed, and four-step-

approach was introduced in order to show the general guidelines for establishing an

appropriate national regulatory framework. Though the specific procedure for each

country to get to the practical implementation of the exemption and clearance concepts wa

s not described, it is anticipated that the basic guidelines proposed in this paper can be

used a s a general reference.

INTRODUCTION

The concepts of exemption, clearance along with exclusion have been proposed for the last few years and

adequately summarized in a series of the documents issued by IAEA such as SS-111-P-l.l, SS-115, and

TECDOC-855 [1-3]. The fundamental reasons and purposes for introducing the above concepts rely on the

following facts: (1) maximization of the resources use, (2) effective use of the land, and (3) optimization of

radiation protection and regulatory work. The needs for implementing the concepts are basically accepted by

many countries, however, there still exist some obstacles on the way to practical applications of the concepts.

That is, some problems (e.g. confusions in interpreting the basic concepts, how to establish the national

regulatory framework for adopting the concepts, etc.) should be cleared in advance. Until recently, lots of

investigators have reported mainly on the general definitions and criteria for permission of the concepts.

However, more detailed contents such as how to consider each country's specific situations for practical

implementation have been rarely reported. In this context, this paper is to discuss the practical aspects of the

exemption and clearance implementations along with more specific aspects to be considered and emphasized in

implementing the concepts into a country. In addition, a way to mitigate the obstacles and a procedure for

establishing an appropriate national regulatory framework are to be proposed.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF EXEMPTION AND CLEARANCE CONCEPTS

Basic Concepts and Definitions

The fundamental objects or activities (to be termed as "activities" below) to which

radiological exclusion, exemption, and clearance are applied are source materials, practices, and

exposures. Though the terms of exemption, clearance, and exclusion as used above are quite

familiar, it is not so easy to differentiate their exact definitions. At first, the exclusion can be

used in a certain circumstance where any radiological controls cannot be applied (e.g. cosmic ray,

naturally occurring radionuclides existing in human body, etc.). The exemption means that any

radiological regulatory controls are not imposed on the activities (i.e. source materials, practices,

and exposures). If a certain radiological regulatory control is applied to the activities, and then

subsequently removed, the term clearance is the most adequate. In addition, the regulatory

exemption and clearance mean that the activities are to be released or removed from regulations

only in the radiological aspects. Therefore, subsequent considerations on the chemical/biological

hazards of the exempted or cleared activities are to be required.

According to the IAEA-SS-lll-G-1.1, exempt waste (EW) has been dealt with as a category

of radioactive waste [4]. Furthermore, some people misunderstand that a material containing

very low level of radionuclides (i.e. VLLW) can be automatically exempted or cleared from

regulatory control if only their radiation levels are below the limits issued by the regulatory body.

However, it should be borne in mind that both exemption and clearance can be implemented only

on the premise of the regulatory body's permission.

Conditional or Unconditional Exemption and Clearance

The radiological activities that meet prescribed criteria and permitted by the regulatory

body can be exempted or cleared from restrictions. If those activities are permitted to be

exempted or cleared in any situations, they can be treated, recycled or reused by any methods and

in any places without limitations. In this case, the exemption or clearance is termed as

unconditional exemption or clearance. If a radiological activity can meet the prescribed criteria

only under specific conditions, however, the regulatory body is to permit the activity to be

exempted or cleared within some limiting conditions (i.e. conditional exemption or clearance). If

two different activities induce similar radiation exposures or contain almost the same

radionuclide inventories, the conditional exemption or clearance may be preferred to the

unconditional one. especially in the aspect of public acceptance.

Criteria for Exemption and Clearance

When a regulatory body decides to exempt or clear some source materials, practices, or

exposures, they need a series of criteria to decide which one can be exempted/cleared or not. In

this context, several numerical criteria (Inventory Criteria, Dose Criteria, etc.) have been

proposed by IAEA [2,3]. The fundamental criteria for exemption and clearance are based upon
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the individual and collective exposure dose concepts. According to several documents issued by

IAEA [2-4], a certain practice that meets the individual dose criterion (IDC) of less than 10 u Sv/y,

and the collective dose criterion (CDC) of less than 1 man Sv/y or radiological optimization can be

exempted or cleared from regulatory control. The IDC proposed by IAEA is low enough, since

the value represents 1/100 of the ICRP-60's recommendations for general inhabitants (i.e. 1

mSv/y) and only 1/250 of the natural background exposure (i.e. —2.5 mSv/y), as listed in TABLE 1.

TABLE 1. Comparison of Dose Limits and Criteria for Exemption and Clearance

Dose
Limit

ICRP 60
Workers

100mSv/5y
and

50 mSv/y

Inhabitants

1 mSv/y

Criteria for
Exemption/Clearance

10 p. Sv/y (Individual)
1 man Sv/y (Collective)

Natural
Background

2.5 mSv/y

Under the dose criteria, all the applicants for exemption or clearance must be assessed by

dose analysis with their specific scenarios and assumptions, case-by-case basis. If the dose

criteria can be converted into limiting values for concentrations or inventories of radionuclides,

more convenient determination is possible. Therefore, IAEA has proposed the general

concentration criteria (GCC) for exemption (IAEA-SS-lll-G-1.1 and SS-115), and for clearance

(IAEA-TECDOC-855). These values have been derived for specific radionuclides, under the most

conservative scenarios, data, and assumptions.

Procedure for Determining Exclusion. Exemption, and Clearance

FIGURE 1 shows the general procedure or flowchart for determining exclusion, exemption,

and clearance of new radiological activities. First of all, an^activity is to be identified whether it

is radiologically controllable or not. If any radiological controls are impossible or quite an

amount of exposure is unavoidable, the activity (such as cosmic rays, K-40 in human body, and so

on) must be intrinsically excluded from radiological regulatory control.

If the activity is not to be excluded, a series of criteria (i.e. GCC, IDC, and CDC) are

subsequently applied to the activity. When the activity satisfies the predetermined criteria in

any conditions and is permitted by the regulatory body, unconditional exemption can be allowed.

Since GCC are usually derived from the most conservative assumptions, scenarios, and data, IDC

and CDC are not to be applied to the activity, once the activity meets the GCC. It is reported in

some documents issued by IAEA that the IDC is a mandatory criterion, however, the CDC can be

substituted for radiological optimization [3]. When the activity is able to meet the criteria solely

under specific condition and is permitted by the regulatory body, it can be exempted conditionally.

If the activity fails to meet any criteria such as GCC, IDC, and CDC even under specific

conditions, it should be restricted under authorized control. As previously mentioned, the
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual Procedure for Determining Exclusion, Exemption, and Clearance
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concept of clearance is to be applied to the activities which have been radiologically controlled (i.e.

once classified into authorized control). When the controlled activity meets the criteria for

clearance (e.g. GCC, IDC, CDC), the regulatory body can permit it to be radiologically cleared. It

is certain that almost the same procedure with the previous exemption is to be followed, and

unconditional or conditional clearance can be allowed even for the previously controlled activities.

It should be borne in mind that the unconditional exemption or clearance does not mean it

can be free from all the restrictions other than radiological control. That is, even the exempted

or cleared activity may be still under the general environmental controls, considering its chemical

or biological hazards.

DECISION-MAKING METHODOLOGY

General Methods for Decision-Making

Even though, the concepts of exemption and clearance have lots of merits in the aspects of

economics and effective use of resources, its practical implementation depends on each country's

specific situations. In addition, the extent and levels of implementing the concept can be widely

varied also depending upon each country's policy. For instance, a regulatory body can permit not

clearance but exemption, and not unconditional exemption but conditional one. Therefore it

should be the first step for a country to decide politically whether or not to admit the exemption

or clearance, and the extent to which the concept is implemented. Since a lot of both

quantitative and qualitative factors should be considered in the above process, an appropriate

multi-objective decision-making tool (e.g. multi-attribute method, analytical hierarchy process,

etc.) is to be necessary. Though detailed assessment procedure which may be done in the future

is not described in this paper, a series of fundamental structure and factors to be considered for

adopting the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) are discussed and presented.

Alternatives and Primary Categories

There exist lots of specific options or alternatives for implementing the exemption and

clearance concepts. As shown in TABLE 2, the following five alternatives are selected as

possible options in implementing the exemption or clearance: (1) both exemption and clearance,

(2) only exemption, (3) only clearance, (4) only conditional exemption and clearance, and (5)

neither exemption nor clearance implemented.

In addition, the primary categories for choosing the best alternative of exemption or

clearance in adopting the AHP are also listed in TABLE 3. In this paper, five categories

affecting the preference of each alternative are considered as: (1) environmental and radiological

aspects, (2) domestic social and political aspects, (3) economic aspects, (4) regulatory aspects, and

(5) technical aspects.
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TABLE 2. Possible Alternatives in Implementing the Concepts of Exemption and Clearance

I.D.

1
II
III
IV
V

Possible Alternatives
Exem

Unconditional

Y
Y
N
N
N

ption
Conditional

Y
Y
N
Y
N

Clearance
Unconditional

Y
N
Y
N
N

Conditional

Y
N
Y
Y
N

Descriptions

Both Exemption and Clearance
Only Exemption

Only Clearance
Only Conditional

Neither

TABLE 3. Sample Hierarchy for Choosing the Best Option for Exemption or Clearance

Primary Category

ER

SP

EC

RE

TE

Environmental
and Radiological
Aspects

Domestic Social
and Political
Aspects

Economic
Aspects

Regulatory
Aspects

Technical
Aspects

Secondary Category
Effectiveness of Land Use
Effectiveness of Resources Use
Exposure Dose
Public Acceptance
Population Density
Size of Territory
Scale of Nuclear Application Program
Scale of Recycling/Reuse Program
Amounts of VLLW Generated and Accumulated
Discounted Cost
Sensitivity Analysis
Whole Scale of Investment
Reauired Amount of Regulatory Works
Manpower and Relevant Institutions
Possibility of Transboundary Movement of VLLW
Assessment Techniques for Radionuclide Inventory
Sampling Techniques
Radiation Measurement Techniques
Recycling/Reuse Techniques

Symbol
ER-1

ER-2
ER-3
SP-1
SP-2
SP-3
SP-4
SP-5
SP-6
EC-1
EC-2
EC-3
RE-1
RE-2
RE-3
TE-1
TE-2
TE-3
TE-4

Environmental and Radiological Aspects

Factors such as effectiveness of land and resources uses, and exposure dose can be

considered in assessing the preferences of possible alternatives. For example, additional

exposure induced by recycling/reuse of exempted or cleared materials may deteriorate the

preference of a certain exemption or clearance option. On the other hand, exposure to be

resulted from direct disposal of the source materials and additional demand of repository may

prefer the exemption or clearance.

Domestic Social and Political Aspects

Public acceptance, size of territory, scales of domestic nuclear application program and

recycling/reuse program, and the amounts of VLLW are factors considered and emphasized in the

aspects of domestic social and political issues. Among them, the public acceptance is one of the
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most important factors. Generally, it is anticipated that the public is not willing to accept the

concept of exemption or clearance. Also conditional exemption or clearance is more favorable

than unconditional ones, especially in the aspect of public acceptance.

Economic Aspects

In the aspect of economic preferences, exemption or clearance is to be a better option

compared to the direct disposition of source materials, considering the benefits which may be

attained from recycling/reuse of the materials. Though it can be anticipated that the economic

aspects are less important compared to other development programs such as back-end of nuclear

fuel cycle, both discounted cost and whole scale of investment with related sensitivity analysis

results can be considered.

Regulatory Aspects

One of the most important merits of adopting the exemption or clearance is that

unnecessarily excessive regulatory works can be adequately reduced. Sufficient manpower and

qualified regulatory or relevant institutions are the major prerequisites for implementing the

concepts. In addition, the possibility of transboundary movement of the VLLW and its expected

amounts are also affecting the preference of each alternative.

Technical Aspects

In practical implementation of the exemption or clearance, the following techniques are

preliminarily secured in a country: (1) assessment of radionuclide inventory, (2) sampling, and (3)

radiation measurement. Furthermore, adequate techniques for recycling/reuse are required for

effective use of the exempted or cleared materials.

ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Four-Step-Approach

Until recently several countries and international organizations have tried to introduce the

concepts of exemption and clearance, to describe their fundamental concepts, and to suggest a

series of numerical criteria/guidelines [1-4]. However, the following aspects have been rarely

discussed and studied even though they are more practical and prerequisite: (1) how to establish

the national regulatory framework for implementing the concepts, (2) what to prepare for the

implementation, (3) how to consider the specific situation of each country, and so on.

In this study, the four-step-approach (i.e. political decision-making, institutional

preparation, technical preparation, and practical implementation) was proposed as a general

procedure for establishing effective national regulatory framework (see FIGURE 2).
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FIGURE 2. General Framework for Implementing the Exemption and Clearance Concepts

Step-1: Political Decision-Making

It is quite natural that not all the countries are able to adopt the concepts of exemption or

clearance, in that some countries are not to feel that the concepts are necessary. First of all,

each government should decide whether to adopt the exemption and clearance concepts into its

country or not. In this first stage, the following considerations may be done: domestic industrial

needs or demand, public acceptances, definitions of the scopes and targets where exemption and

clearance are adopted, and so forth. If the domestic industrial needs and demand are very low

and the public is opposed to the implementation, the government may decide not to adopt the

concepts.
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Step-2: Institutional Preparation

Once the government decides to adopt the concepts, adequate institutional systems are to

be prepared. That is, a series of laws and regulations should be prepared or amended in order to

ease the implementation. In addition, the regulatory bodies or equivalent may establish

relevant technical guidelines or criteria including revision of their radwaste classification system.

In this stage, the domestic laws and regulations are to be compatible with related international

agreements, and required manpower or responsible institutions must be allotted.

Step-3: Technical Preparation

Along with the institutional preparation, apposite technical capabilities of a country are

prerequisites for the practical implementation of the concepts. For effective use of the exempted

or cleared materials, a certain levels of recycling/reuse techniques or programs are required.

Furthermore, a set of techniques for sampling, assessment of radionuclide inventory, and general

or specific radiation measurement is also needed.

Step-4: Practical Implementation

In general, with appropriate institutional and technical preparations, exemption and

clearance concepts can be practically implemented. During the practical implementation,

however, the regulatory body is responsible for permitting the exemption or clearance under case-

by-case basis. Also, total amount of exempted or cleared materials in a certain period must be

controlled by the regulatory body, and related documents are to be adequately issued and

preserved [3]. The problems and limitations observed and reported in the practical

implementation stage can be reconsidered, and reflected in the above steps.

KOREAN CASE STUDY

Current Status

The necessity of introducing the exemption or clearance has been also proposed in Korea

for the last few years. Considering its active nuclear power development program, increasing

amount of VLLW, impending decommissioning of a research reactor, and delayed operation of

radwaste repository, adequate implementation of exemption or clearance is expected to be a good

option. The basic concept of exemption or clearance has been partly introduced into Korean

nuclear regulatory framework. For instance, both the IDC of less than 10 u Sv/y and the CDC of

less than 1 man Sv/y were established as limiting criteria for arbitrary disposition of the

materials (e.g. sea dumping), and provided in the decree of Atomic Energy Act as a provision (in

1997). In addition, a kind of numerical GCC was originally established in the Notice issued by

the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) in 1994 and revised in 1997. The purpose of the

GCC is to permit self-disposition by its generators or utilities of materials below the prescribed
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criteria, and subsequently a few applications were permitted by the government, after case-by-

case assessments. The GCC were determined for several radionuclides (e.g. H-3, C-14, Sr-85, etc.

along with p-/y-emitters of less than 100-day of half-lives) to be 100 Bq/g (in 1994). Recently, a

series of research projects have been performed to develop the techniques for assessing the

radionuclide inventories along with sampling techniques, and recycling or reuse of VLLW

generated from decommissioning of the research reactor.

Future Planning

Though the concepts of exemption and clearance have been partly implemented in Korea,

some political decisions (i.e. full-scale or partial implementation, scopes and extent, etc.) haven't

yet made. It is expected that the general decision-making procedure as described in this paper

may be performed in the near future. The decisions are to be made considering lots of factors

(ranging from the industrial needs and demand to conservative public acceptance), and a certain

compromised option will be established. Though more additional institutional and technical

preparations are to be reinforced, however, more expanded implementation of the exemption or

clearance is ultimately expected. It is finally anticipated that the following issues are to be

further discussed: (1) selection of the best option among the alternatives listed in TABLE 2, (2)

establishment if adequate radwaste classification system in conformance with the exemption or

clearance concept, (3) revision and updating of the current GCC, and (4) reviewing of the

appropriateness of the present IDC and CDC, and so forth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Only by considering each country's specific situations, the merits of the exemption and

clearance can be materialized. The four-step-approach, as proposed in FIGURE 2, shows the

general methodology to establish a country's regulatory framework for implementing the

exemption and clearance. The first stage is to be the very political decision-making considering

domestic industrial demands, needs, and public acceptance for the concepts. In this stage, the

possible alternatives and the sample hierarchy listed in TABLE 2 and TABLE 3, respectively,

may play an important role as comprehensive guidelines for the decision-making. In addition,

the conceptual procedure for determining exemption, clearance or exclusion was summarized in

FIGURE 1. Though a series of basic guidelines proposed in this paper are quite fundamental

and conceptual, it is believed that they are sufficient enough for a country to regard them as a

milestone, in its way to get to the practical implementation of the concepts. Undoubtedly, more

specific conditions of each country are to be considered and reflected in applying the guidelines.
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